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Webinar

1. Welcome

2. Webinar, ca. 30 min

3. Questions & Answers, ca. 15 min

✓ Webinar will be recorded,
Videos & Powerpoint can be downloaded at https://www.consentmanager.net/knowledge/videos/

✓ Post your questions via ZOOM Chat function – we will answer in the Q&A after the webinar
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https://www.consentmanager.net/knowledge/videos/


Reports
How to read the reports?
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Overview
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Menu > Reports

✓ CMP Report -> How did the visitors choose?

✓ Crawler Report -> What did the crawler do?

✓ Benchmark Report -> How does my website perform 

compared to other websites?

✓ Optimization Report -> Which results can I get from the

A/B-Testing?

✓ Focus in this webinar: CMP Report & Optimization Report



CMP Report
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✓ Filters help to make your report more specific

✓ Grouping helps to kategorize the output

✓ Typical Report: No filters +  Grouping by Date

✓ Filters and Groupings can be combined,

Example:

Filter: Device=Smartphone + Grouping: Design

-> Show all different results for Designs for smartphone 

visitors.

✓ Groupings can be combined, Example:

a) Filter: None + Grouping: Hour

b) Filter: None + Grouping : Day + Hour

✓ Historic Data: All data gets archived after 45 days (Details 

are lost, basic data remains)



Grouping
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Reading the reports
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Traffic
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Consent Screen
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Bounce rate & Ignore
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Bounce rate & Ignore
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Ignore

Bounce (total) Bounce (active)



Using the Optimization
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Activating A/B-Tests & Optimization
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✓ Menu > CMPs > Edit > Designs

✓ More than 1 Design chosen = A/B-Test is running

✓ Enable Optimization + choose a goal (Acceptance / Bounce)

✓ Publisher: 100% Optimization on Acceptance

✓ E-Commerce: 50%:50% or more on Bounce-Rate



Acceptance vs Bounce-Rate

✓ Are 5% more acceptance worth losing 5% more visitors?
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Typical design elements for A/B-Tests
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✓ 1. Buttons / Logic / Close

✓ 2. Position

✓ 4. Background

✓ 5. Colors

✓ 6. Headline / Text / Textlenght

✓ Start with designs that have big differences and work your

way from there

✓ Either do manual optimization of A/B-Test via reports or

use the automatic optimization



Optimization Report
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✓ Compares Designs (only) by acceptance rate

✓ Error/Deviation will be high at the beginning and gets lower 

over time

✓ Smaller error => Higher confidence => Higher probability to 

be the best design

✓ Error will be “good” enough around 500 Views per 

combination

✓ But: Do not only look from “above”, there might be other 

dimensions (Browser, Device, Day, Country, …) that might 

have different/better results but are hidden in the data

✓ Automatic optimization will start with the biggest data 

groups and get more specialized over time



Optimization Report
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Optimization Report
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✓ Goal: Find the best combination of Acceptance and Bounce 

rate

✓ Best results are top left corner

✓ Worst results are bottom right corner

✓ Define your goals and how to value them:

✓ How much bounce rate can I accept?

✓ How much does a bounce “weight” compared to a user that 

accepts?



Thank you!

Recommend us:

www.consentmanager.net


